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PREFACE

With his characteristic cleverness, George Bernard Shaw armed several generations of
cynics with his statement “Those who can, do; those who can’t, teach.”  But in today’s world,
engineering professors have to be able to do engineering and to teach engineering. How they
prepare for this task is the subject of this book, which grew out of our conviction that new
faculty are entering the university well prepared and well mentored in doing research, but
almost totally at sea when it comes to the day-to-day requirements of teaching.  At best,
graduate students obtain only a second-hand knowledge of teaching, rarely having the
opportunity to conduct an entire class for an extended period of time.  If their role models  are
good or, better yet, master teachers, then some of the luster may wear off and they may gain
valuable exposure to the craft. More often than not, the opposite occurs.  An individual with
a desire to teach has to rely on his or her own interest in teaching, and later discovers, with the
mounting pressure of producing publications and research, that he or she can give only
minimal attention to the classroom.  This is a  risky way to ensure the future of our discipline.

In 1983 we developed and taught for the first time a graduate course, Educational Methods
for Engineers, geared toward Ph.D. candidates who were interested in an academic career.  Our
sources came from a variety of disciplines, journals, and books because we immediately
noticed that no textbook was available which focused solely on engineering. Classic texts such
as Highet’s and McKeachie’s became starting points and we scoured the literature for what
was available in engineering.  With a grant from the National Science Foundation in 1990 we
expanded the course to include all of engineering, conducted a summer workshop, and began
this book much earlier than we otherwise could have.  Although the writing of this book was
supported by NSF, all of the views in this book are the authors’ and do not represent the views
of either the National Science Foundation or Purdue University.

Many people have helped us, often unknowingly, in developing the ideas presented in this
book. The writings and lectures of the following engineering professors have helped to shape
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our thinking: Richard Culver, Raymond Fahien, Richard Felder, Scott Fogler, Gordon
Flammer, Lee Harrisberger, Billy Koen, Richard Noble, Helen Plants, John Sears, Bill
Schowalter, Dendy Sloan, Karl Smith, Jim Stice, Charles Wales, Patricia Whiting, Don
Woods and Charles Yokomoto.

At Purdue, Ron Andres suggested the partnership of W & O; others influential include Ron
Barile, Kent Davis, Alden Emery, John Feldhusen, Dick Hackney, Neal Houze, Lowell
Koppel, John Lindenlaub, Dick McDowell, Dave Meyer, Cheryl Oreovicz, Sam Postlethwait,
Bob Squires, and Henry Yang, plus many other faculty members. Our students in classes and
workshops tested the manuscript, and their comments have been extremely helpful.  Professor
John Wiest audited the entire class and his discussion and comments helped to mold this book.
Professor Felder’s critique of the book led us to reorganize the order of presentation.  Professor
Phil Swain was extremely helpful in polishing Chapter 8.  Without question, the work of Mary
McCaulley in extending and explicating the ideas of Katherine Briggs and Isabel Briggs-
Myers formed our thinking on psychological type and its relevance to engineering education.
Catherine Fitzgerald and John DiTiberio provided first-hand exposure to Type theory in
action.

In the early formatting stages, Margaret Hunt provided invaluable assistance; Stephen
Carlin drew the final figures and did the final formatting of the text. Betty Delgass provided
the index as well as helpful suggestions and comments on both style and substance.  We also
wish to acknowledge the careful and helpful close reading by the McGraw-Hill copy editors,
as well as the patient guidance through the publishing process provided by editors B.J. Clark
and John Morriss. Through it all, our secretaries, Karen Parsons and Paula Pfaff, tirelessly
dealt with two authors who often made changes independently.

Finally, we dedicate this book to our families in appreciation for their patience and support:
To our wives, Dot and Sherry, for listening to our complaints;  and to our children––Charles
and Jennifer, and John and Mary-Kate: with their future in mind we wrote this book.


